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Abstract- More than 90% world’s power is being generated using electromagnets based on the faraday’s law of 

electro-magnetic induction. Many new technologies were discovered with time which led a drastic change in the 

perception of electric energy. But at the same time there is misconception of FREE ENERGY. Energy becomes 

free only at a point after which we don’t have to pay for power generation after commissioning the unit. By 

using the magnetic force of magnets continuous motion (Energy) is generated.   

       We used Neodymium magnets are placed on the fins of the fan which has a capacity of 1-1.4 T[1].Disc 

shaped magnets are placed in such a way that all the north poles or south poles are facing one direction. This 

magnet also produces a magnetic field, so both the magnetic fields repel each other (like poles repel), which 

causes the fins to move. The free Energy Generator was fitted onto the 2 wheelers in-front. The power extracted 

was used to charge a mobile battery. Few positive results are motivating us to create a better model to store the 

energy and use for different necessary applications by using this free energy. In this research paper, the usage of 

free energy was noticed by using a magnet and few satisfactory results are motivating us to review few research 

ground work of magnets to create a perfect strong prototype for better applications.  

 

Index Terms- Electromagnetic Induction, free energy, neodymium magnets, MOC  

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

here is no such thing as Free Energy. Any electric power from Solar cells, Wind, Tidal, Geothermal, 

Hydro-electric is only free, after we starting up these methods for generating electric power by 

providing some capital cost. Energy becomes free only after some point since we do not have to pay 

charges for electric power generated through these non-conventional methods for generating electric power.  

Hence the concept of using magnets in generation of electricity has been around us from a long time.  

  For many years simple magnets have been used for their magnetic field to produce electric power. They are 

placed in the inside core of motors & generators. The basic principle of power generation lies under the 

magnetic effect. It states that “When a conductor is rotated in a magnetic field, a voltage is induced in the 

conductor”. So here we will be dealing with such conductors   

        Magnet Engine free energy generator is an easy device to generate electrical energy. It works on the 

principle of Neodymium Magnets. In a simple motor, magnetic field is created by the electric coils generally 

Cu, Al coils. These motors continuously need electrical supply to produce magnetic field. There are huge 

amount of energy losses. But the Magnet Motor Consists of no such coils. Hence there will be minimal losses. It 
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uses the permanent magnetic field of the magnets to generate the required force to move the motor. This 

concept of generating magnetic field from the permanent magnets became practical only after introducing  

 

Neodymium magnets which are much power full than the previous Ferrite magnets. The main advantage is that 

it does not require continuous electric supply.  

II.EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Construction: 

The basic model (prototype) of the free energy generator consists of the following components: 1) Set of Nd 

magnets (Neodymium magnets)  

2) Small Electric motor (Example: A DC FAN)  

 

 

 

A simple dc motor/generator consists of a rotor & a stator. The stator of the machine does not move & normally 

is the outer frame of the machine; the rotor is free to move & normally is the inner part of the machine. Both of 

them are usually made up of ferromagnetic materials. Slots are cut on the inner periphery of the stator & the 

outer periphery of the rotor. Conductors are placed in these slots of the stator or rotor. These are interconnected 

to form round windings. The winding in which voltage is induced is called armature windings & which current 

is passed field winding. Permanent magnets are used in some machines to provide the main flux of the machine.           

Now we need to rotate the shaft of the generator to produce power, for that we are using Neodymium magnets 

which are placed on the fins of the fan as shown. These disc shaped magnets are placed in such a way that all 

the north poles or south poles are facing one direction i.e., inwards or outwards. These magnets facing upward 

produce a magnetic field. After this a larger sized magnet is faced these disc magnets. This magnet also 

produces a magnetic field, so both the magnetic fields repel each other (like poles repel), which causes the fins 

to move & finally rotate the shaft of the fan (generator).   

Now as the shaft rotates in between the windings, it cuts the flux created by the windings & a small amount of 

voltage is produced in the conductor (shaft) which is collected by the 2 wires coming out of the fan.  
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B. Installation:  

The free Energy Generator was fitted onto the 2 wheelers in-front of their outer body like on the mudguard 

where the air turbulence is higher with proper seals. The DC fan was connected to a small rechargeable battery 

which would store the current generated 

 

C. Applications:  

The free energy generator finds a no. of applications in the real world. Many such applications are listed below: 

1.Using with magnets.  

 

2.With 2 wheeler (bike, cycles)  

The free energy generator can be fitted on the sides of a 2 wheeler in such a way that as the vehicle moves the 

fan start rotating and produces fee energy. 3.With 4 wheeler (car)  

In the same manner the fan can also be fitted on the 4 wheeler and produce free energy.  

4.Fitted at the ends of chimneys  

The free energy generator can be fitted at the end of chimneys of house or small industries in such a way the 

exhaust gases rotate the shaft of the fan & produces small amounts of free energy.  

5. For Charging Small Batteries 

This free Energy can be used to charge small Li-Ion batteries of high voltage & low current, which are used for 

other applications.  

6. For Small wattage bulbs  

The Free energy generator can be used to power up small led’s& bulbs on vehicles.  

There are many applications of the free energy generator which are yet to discover... 

 

III.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

After driving the two wheeler with the above given installation, we observed that as the fan blades started to 

spin due to the wind speed and torque, the free energy generator showed current output and started to charge the 

discharged rechargeable battery  

 At different speeds of the vehicle, the charging speed varied. 

At slow speeds the current output was less that the output at higher speeds.  

Thus we also concluded that at different speeds the fin rotation varied and thus the current and voltage output 

generated by the Free energy motor also varied. 

 

Future work and Conclusions:  

In this paper, by integrating the basics of a generator and a motor, we successfully have a newer concept of free 

energy generator which runs on almost no input & gives a valuable amount of electric energy which can be used 

to for many purposes.  The paper revolves around the construction, working & applications of free energy 
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generator & its future enhancements. This design may prove to be a pioneer in the field of research of free 

energy. Now it is possible to get free electricity from stuffs from our home. This concept of free energy is can 

be made using magnets & simple motors. This knowhow using magnets has been with us ever since we started 

generating electricity using conventional sources of energy.  
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